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Abstract
A cultural approach to the study of the French Revolution took off in the 1980s
as a result of the coincidence of new intellectual and political currents with celebrations of the Revolution’s bicentennial. By the turn of the new century, both
the study of cultural phenomena (theatre, art and architecture, fashion, etc.) before, during, and after 1789 and an approach to social and political upheaval
that stressed symbolism and the production of meaning had thoroughly remade
mainstream understandings of this vital period in modern history. But a backlash
was already underway. This article explores, first, the emergence and flourishing
of the so-called cultural turn in French revolutionary studies between the 1980s
and the present, including recent work on the study of race and gender, emotion,
experience, violence, and conspiracy thinking. It then investigates the equally recent critiques that this approach has generated, especially among those interested
in rethinking economic questions from a post- or modified Marxist perspective
and/or decentering France in conceptions of modernity. The author hypothesizes
that contemporary challenges to democracy in Europe, the United States, and
elsewhere around the globe should, and will, lead to new questions both about
what happened in France at the close of the eighteenth century and about how we
should write about this moment of upheaval going forward.

Major developments in historiography, just as much as in history itself, are frequently the result of essentially random conjunctures. In the course of the
1980s, the so-called “new cultural history” took shape, at first largely in the
United States, in response to Geertzian anthropology, the poststructuralism of
Derrida and Foucault, feminist theory, and more indirectly, the “culture wars”
over identity politics being played out in Washington and beyond. At the same
time, a looming bicentennial directed renewed attention to that old chestnut of
historical scholarship, the French Revolution, in the years leading up to 1989.
The result was the flourishing of what we now call “the cultural history of the
French Revolution.”1
Indeed, by the end of that decade, there were actually two important versions of this trend, each associated with a distinct understanding of culture,
though clearly substantial overlaps existed between them. One focused on the
history of what had happened in that particular sphere of human life that has
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traditionally been bracketed off as culture—as distinguished from politics, markets, or social life more generally. Scholars took up with a vengeance the project
of historicizing the realm of the arts and the aesthetic but also the expanding
world of entertainment, on the one hand, and pedagogy and communication,
on the other, in the era of the Revolution. The result was a spate of wonderful
books and shorter studies of literature, fine art, theater, dance, opera, song, architecture and design, festivals, fashion, and sometimes also the press, schooling
initiatives, and even churches as they became enmeshed in the political drama
of the last decade or so of the eighteenth century. Some of the first and most influential included Mona Ozouf’s analysis of revolutionary festivals (1976),
Thomas Crow’s account of the emergence of public painting exhibitions known
as salons (1985), Robert Darnton and Daniel Roche’s introduction to the
“revolution in print” (1989), and Emmet Kennedy’s synthetic A Cultural History
of the French Revolution (1989), which had the virtue of surveying high and low
(popular) culture alike with chapters on topics from theater to iconoclasm to
pornography.2 Many of the best studies that followed in the wake of these titles
similarly analyzed not only the political content of texts and images—or
“representations” in the parlance of their moment—but also the institutional reorganization, forms of audience participation, and relationship to public opinion
that these cultural initiatives involved before and after 1789. That was especially
the case following the belated publication of Jürgen Habermas’s seminal 1962
The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere in French, then English.3
Historiography in the 1990s was chock full of books concerned variously with
the “cultural politics,” “cultural history,” “popular culture and politics,” and
“political culture” of prerevolutionary and revolutionary France.4
At precisely the same moment, though, the new cultural history of the
French Revolution took off in a second sense. This second strain was more focused on the study of mentality and meaning-making writ large, that is, on the
invention, expression, dissemination, and absorption of ideas, beliefs, and attitudes not only in cultural institutions or arenas (long already the domain of the
history of culture) or even in formal, systematic philosophical texts (long the domain of the history of ideas). Instead, historians’ attention turned—also under
the broad rubric of cultural history—to symbolic programs and forms of signification operative in political and social life more broadly. The new cultural history
extended its purview to the study of the habits, rituals, and conventions of
speech and behavior associated with quotidian existence in an era of revolution,
as well as to the enactment of new forms of politics in streets, clubs, assembly
halls, and at court.
Some of this new research put a spotlight on those newly in charge—
political leaders of various kinds—and the old paradigms, as well as startlingly
new ones, that these (primarily) men drew upon in an effort to impose a
“revolutionary” culture on the new nation. Such studies frequently took as their
subject regeneration, the great “civilizing mission” of the late eighteenth century
aimed at transforming and homogenizing the daily life of French people so that
they felt themselves citizens and, ultimately, republicans. Other variants focused
more on ordinary people—including women, since the home was as much at
stake in revolutionary culture as the public sphere—taking matters into their
own hands and erasing, resisting, circumventing, reconfiguring, upholding, or
repoliticizing the representations, signs, and symbols imposed upon them by,
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first, the monarchy and church and, then, new municipal and national governments and local political organizations.
Either way, for self-described cultural historians in this vein, what was increasingly also being called the study of “political culture” demanded particular
attention to the analysis of the conventions associated with political language
and the business of naming. Keith Baker emerged in the 1980s as the most influential exponent in the Anglophone world of this discourse-centered approach
(see Jack Censer’s essay in this forum for more on this subject).5 Conceptual historians in the German tradition also played an important role in drawing attention to the new vocabulary of the revolutionary moment, as did French semiotic
historians like Jacques Guilhaumou interested in language and power.6 But this
second strand of cultural history was not limited to the analysis of rhetoric.
Historians of political culture, it was widely agreed, also needed to recover and
pay attention to visual messages, to nonlinguistic aural signs, to bodily and physical expression, to emotional cues, even to unarticulated assumptions and
expectations. All of this was premised on the idea that humans are motivated,
at least in moments of profound upheaval, not just by rational calculations about
their material interests but also by affective ties and sensibilities, habits, and
norms, and they routinely draw on nonlinguistic signs and systems of meaning
to explain themselves right along with words. As Baker himself pointed out in a
memorable passage in his Inventing the French Revolution (1990), when a rioter
picked up a rock to throw in protest, he was engaging in a symbolic act just as
much as when a priest picked up a sacramental vessel or, for that matter, a philosopher picked up a pen. All history, including actions and events, is mediated
through symbolic forms.
This kind of thinking had already crucially informed the path-breaking
work of Robert Darnton in The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French
Cultural History (1984), in which the coming of the Revolution of 1789 functions as the backdrop to almost all the chapters, and of Lynn Hunt, in the first
half of her Politics, Culture and Class in the French Revolution (also 1984), in
which the Revolution comes to life as a struggle for control over both linguistic
and nonlinguistic signs.7 Both texts quickly became classics, reorienting the discipline of history more broadly but especially shaping writing about lateeighteenth-century France. The impact of this redefinition of cultural history
continued to be felt in Anglophone scholarship from the bicentennial to the beginning of the current century, as is evident from the scholarship of Dorinda
Outram on the politics of the body, Sarah Maza and William Reddy on the rise
of sentimentalism and changes in “emotional regimes,” David Bell on the emergence of the feeling of national belonging, and Colin Jones on reading, consumption, and the experience of choice, among many other examples.8
Continental alternatives soon included Antoine de Bacque’s discussion of corporeal metaphors in revolutionary discourse, and Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink and
Rolf Reichardt on the political uses of the image of the Bastille, as well as Alain
Corbin’s studies of subjectivity, the senses, and the “social imaginary” and Roger
Chartier’s synthetic but equally original Cultural Origins of the French Revolution
(1991), which suggested provocatively that the revolutionaries might well have
retroactively created the idea of Enlightenment culture for their own needs.9
What I am sketching here, though, as something like an institutional approach to culture, in the first case, versus a largely anthropological one, in the
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second, is certainly too neat.10 In fact, the two strands of the cultural history of
the French Revolution that emerged in the late 1980s and soldiered on into the
new century share a number of key premises, all with lasting implications for the
way historians view the French Revolution and, for that matter, culture tout
court.
First, political and social revolutions can be, and are, caused in good part by
prior cultural shifts. In the case of the French Revolution, those cultural antecedents have been identified as the rise of a public sphere (and public opinion)
apart from the court or state; the development of new kinds of urban consumer
culture; the emergence of novel gender norms; changes in habits of listening,
looking, reading, communicating, and experiencing emotions, including both
pleasure and fear; and shifts in religious practice and belief—all of which require
that historians explore the culture of the late Old Regime and Enlightenment
within the same framework as the Revolution itself. Second, revolutions take
place within and through changes in political culture. Or, to put it slightly differently, culture is a driver of sociopolitical revolution, not simply a superstructural reflection of its values. Indeed, in the stronger version, they are
inseparable, as in Emmet Kennedy’s statement in the opening to A Cultural
History of the Revolution: “The French Revolution was a profound cultural event
. . . a revolution in culture.” This is true despite the fact that there was also
much continuity in practice between the old regime and the new, and not all
the changes that Kennedy documents survived past 1800 or even 1794.11
According to this way of thinking, even historians focused on social conflict or
political regime change cannot ignore the study of culture, either as a specific
arena of human action or as the abstract realm of meaning production, except at
the risk of getting history wrong. Third and finally, revolutions have long-term
cultural consequences, stimulating all sorts of secondary phenomena, from the
rise of new kinds of ephemeral fashions—say, for diaphanous gowns or for novels
about particular kinds of heroes—to new notions of the self or even the growth
of the standardized coinages, flags, and vernacular language education associated
with the modern nation-state.
Thus, we might still be debating whether François Furet was correct that,
by the late 1970s, the French Revolution was “over” in terms of an active political program (and as I write, in many ways that statement looks less sure than
ever).12 But it was widely agreed in the aftermath of the bicentennial that the
Revolution was not only an excellent locus for a historian eager to explore the
links between politics and culture. The Revolution of 1789 was the model in
modern history for the way social and political revolution depended for their
coming into being, efficacy, and effects on the rise of new symbols, social practices, and other forms of culture. Some historians pointed out that the foundations for such claims actually lay deep in the epistemology of the eighteenth
century, when sensationalist thinkers had insisted that a new society, with a
new kind of man and woman and a new kind of political order at its center,
could only come about and be maintained through the re-education of manners
and habits, starting with the senses. This recovered eighteenth-century conception of the possibility of cultural transformation was, however, reinforced in the
1980s and 90s by the considerably newer, post–World War II epistemology
undergirding the rise of cultural history more broadly: a linguistic or semiotic
theory of social life in which culture had causal, determinative weight in the
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world.13 It was this convergence—of developments in theoretical and real-world
politics, along with a moment of calendar-determined commemoration—that
gave us the flowering of the cultural history of the French Revolution in the
waning years of the twentieth century.
But what has happened since? What is the status of the cultural history of
the Revolution now? In certain ways, it makes sense to speak of triumph.
Together, these two closely related strands of cultural history into which I have
also rolled a kind of cultural-intellectual history focused on the analysis of discourse, have been remarkably successful in replacing not just the classic social
account of the French Revolution derived from the writings of Marx but most
other approaches as well. Cultural analysis has gone mainstream, becoming at
least a part of most discussions of the French Revolution. In fact, the early years
of the twenty-first century have seen a further expansion of the cultural approach to this moment as historians have used it to tackle new areas of investigation, typically derived from the preoccupations of the present.
This trend has entailed an explosion of cultural histories of the idea and
practice of racial difference, often in connection to studies of slave revolts and
revolutions in Saint-Domingue and the French Caribbean in the late eighteenth
century, a topic long neglected by historians and literary scholars focused too exclusively on metropolitan France (on this, see the contribution of Paul Cheney
to this forum).14 It has also meant new attention to the cultural foundations and
implications of the history of war, with a particular emphasis on the history of
both state-sponsored and extra-state violence and the aggressions and anxieties
that both engendered and were produced by it.15 Moreover, as I detailed in a
2009 article on the state of revolutionary historiography twenty years after the
bicentennial, an intensified focus on “experience” in an anthropological vein
has continued to generate studies of the collective emotional currents that, first,
helped to produce and legitimate the Terror and, then, left a culture of trauma
in the Terror’s wake in France and beyond.16 In a few such cases, the affective
turn, which has meant new attention to the effects of literature, has been marshalled to reopen the history of human rights as an international discourse, including the rights of women.17 Historians have, of late, even encouraged us to
think broadly of an “age of cultural revolutions” that occurred on both sides of
the Atlantic Ocean as new and old states became diplomatically and financially
entangled in new ways. And while some scholars have used this trans-national
focus to emphasize the rise of national distinctions in the realm of culture, others
now draw our attention to commonalities derived from shared cultural sources
and shared circuits of cultural as well as commercial exchange before, during,
and after 1789–99.18
Indeed, it can sometimes seem nowadays as if there is no topic that cannot
be recovered, probed, and ultimately justified as a constituent element of a cultural account of the French Revolutionary era. Recently we have even been
treated to the quite persuasive claim (on the part of the great British historian
Colin Jones) that late eighteenth-century France underwent a “smile revolution” premised on period changes in notions of politeness, ideals of emotional
expressivity, and the practice of dentistry alike.19 This is history that comes with
an ironic subtext: that culture, in the sense of learned behavior and practices of
signification, helps explain even that which would seem to be most fundamental
and prior to culture (hence the “invention” of everything from the smile to
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society, identity, and politics itself) and that, conversely, studies of even the
most seemingly trivial aspects of a culture—such as the new taste for teeth in
portraiture—can reveal profound truths about core values and meaning-making
and their evolution.
Yet, that said, even way back at the time of the bicentennial in 1989, a
good number of historians had a strong sense that there was also something
problematic about this way of making sense of the French Revolution. A note
of skepticism (“doubts and queries,” in his terms) was already evident in
Chartier’s path breaking Cultural Origins of the French Revolution of 1991.20 The
real pushback began in the mid to late 1990s, led in good part by William
Sewell, who was himself strongly associated with the rise of the new cultural history in the previous decade.21 The charge was along the lines of the baby having
been thrown out with the bathwater. The new demand was for some kind of
rapprochement, particularly between the structural history of the development
of capitalism and related long-term social trends, on the one hand, and the history of the Revolution considered in terms of political culture, on the other.
Since the millennium, this has given rise to a new kind of cultural history
that is much more deeply integrated with social, legal, and especially economic
history and has much in common with what is sometimes called, in the
American context, the “new history of capitalism.” One key example is Suzanne
Desan’s The Family on Trial in Revolutionary France (2004), in which changes in
ideas and cultural norms are integrated with the study of legal changes and
changes in the organization of households.22 Recent books more directly focused
on economic questions as, at once, ideological and semiotic but also material,
include those by Michael Kwass, Claire Crowston, and Rebecca Spang.23 All
want to restore political economy to the forefront of the Revolution but neither
exclusively as a question of discourse nor with a classic Marxist focus on the
means of production. Spang’s concentration on the new paper money of the
Revolution, to take one example, allows her to explore what people actually did
with an object that was at once purely symbolic and deeply physical—and the
resulting disjuncture between the imagination of revolutionary policy makers
and everyday economic practices. The idea behind all of this work is, as Sewell
puts it, “to reintegrate the rhythms and effects of economic life back into the
study of history” and to return the history of capitalism to the space that it had
once occupied before cultural history, in its turn against Marxist explanatory
models, effectively papered it over.24
A second historiographic development comes out of a different critique, albeit an equally political one: that even though French revolutionary culture has
increasingly been seen since the turn of the century as a product and effect of
colonial entanglements, especially in the sugar colony of Saint-Domingue, the
resulting scholarship has done too little to decenter Europe—and, specifically,
France as a nation-state—from understandings of the birth of the modern age.
This criticism, derived in part from classic works of postcolonial and subaltern
studies, has been particularly pronounced in the work of scholars whose primary
focus has been neither metropolitan nor revolutionary France. That includes
Laurent Dubois, Gary Wilder, and especially the historically inclined political
philosopher Susan Buck-Morss, whose influential Hegel, Haiti and Universal
History (2009) has urged historians to think about what it would mean to put
the emancipation and the revolution in colonial Saint-Domingue rather than
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France at the center of their narratives of the origins of modernity and its human rights principles.25 Buck-Morss looks to the silences in European philosophy for guidance in this project. Others look to material culture for a way in.26
The shared goal, though, is to give the history of the revolutionary era back its
contemporary relevance, which is to say, its (lost) political bite.
But will these scholarly shifts do the trick to, in some sense, “revive” the
study of the French Revolution as a subject of contemporary significance? Or is
that question itself obsolete? Recent scholarship, with few exceptions, has not
had the reach beyond specialists that the work of Ozouf, Darnton, Hunt, and
Chartier had in the 1980s and early 90s. Perhaps this says more about external
factors than about the way that the history of the French Revolution is being
written about at present; France has, after all, been largely displaced from the
global popular imagination in recent years, and its history has largely followed
suit. Perhaps this is because no really new paradigm or even approach has been
offered since the heyday of cultural history. A recent volume called Scripting
Revolution, assembled in the wake of the Arab Spring of 2010, promises to resuscitate the study of revolutions as a political form that moves across time rather
than space, with the French Revolution as a central example of a type, but it
does so largely according to a discursive model, associated primarily with the
work of Keith Baker, that is now several decades old.27 Have we reached a point
at which neither our methods nor our claims are fresh enough to make readers
with more than antiquarian interest take note?
In the end, though, what happens outside the writing of history is what
ends up moving historiography and historical methods in new directions—just
as it did in the late 1980s when the new cultural history was getting off the
ground. As I write, in Year Two of the Trump regime and Year One of the
Macron moment and against a backdrop of a near-constant conversation about
the fragility of republics, the threats of growing inequality and statelessness, and
resurgent populism, there is the strong possibility that we will have to reconsider
yet again our well-established ways of understanding transitions in and out of democracy, starting with the Revolution of 1789. And we will need to do so with
the present fully in mind. It is telling, for example, that an interest in the roots
and effects of conspiracy thinking in stimulating political and social revolution
has recently come back to the fore.28 So, too, is the renewed attention to contingency, serendipity, and accident within the larger patterns of the past. As
Pierre Serna aptly points out in his late rejoinder to Furet in Pour quoi faire la
Revolution (2012), the French Revolution continues to offer historians a
“laboratory” of sorts for thinking about big political questions in the here and
now.29 New issues in the present stimulate new questions about the past, the
better to help us ultimately think freshly about the world around us today and in
the future. Such renewals should, in principle, also lead us to ask ourselves what
a cultural approach reveals—and what it misses or leaves unanswered. For one
hopes the French Revolution will remain a particularly productive laboratory for
thinking about exactly how to write history going forward too.
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